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Abstract 
Berarducci, A. and B. Intrigila, Some new results on easy lambda-terms, Theoretical Computer 
Science 121 (1993) 71-88. 
Given two closed I-terms A and B we consider the question whether the equation A = B is consistent 
with the @-calculus. In general the problem is undecidable. However, if A is a O-term, we can give 
good sufficient conditions for the consistency of l$+{A= B}. This allows us to prove some 
counterintuitive results such as: (1) there is a closed &term X which can be consistently equated to 
every closed I-term with the exception of the identity 1x.x, (2) there is a closed I-term which can be 
consistently equated to every closed normal form, but not to the Curry fixed point operator Y. 
1. Introduction 
An easy term is a lambda-term X such that for every closed lambda-term Y, the 
1p-calculus plus the equation X= Y is a consistent lambda theory, i.e. 
L/3+(X= Y} fK=S, written Con(X= Y). Easy terms were introduced and studied 
by G. Jacopini and M. Venturini Zilli, two former students of Corrado Biihm (see 
[6-S]). A classical theorem, due to Jacopini, states that Sz = (Lx. xx) (Ax. xx) is easy. 
Easy terms can be considered computational processes of a completely noninfor- 
mative kind. So they are suitable candidates for representing inside lambda calculus 
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the undefined value of a partial recursive function (see [ 12,11,3]). However, this class 
deserves further investigations. In fact, in some contrast with the intuition 
“easy = completely undefined”, in [S] it is proved that if we identify all the easy terms, 
then we obtain new equalities which equate an easy term with a noneasy term. 
A useful sufficient condition for noneasiness is given by Theorem 9.2: if Nr X = N2X 
where Nr and N2 are distinct normal forms, then X is noneasy; actually there is 
a closed normal form N such that 1 Con(X= N). Motivated by this result we 
introduce the following notion: a term is n.t-easy if for every closed normal form N, 
Con(X = N). It turns out that in the D-calculus, n$-easy implies easy. However, as 
a further confirmation of the deceptive nature of easy terms, we prove the counter- 
intuitive result that (in the full A-calculus) the concept n.f.-easy does not imply the 
concept easy, namely, there is a noneasy term X which can be consistently equated to 
every closed normal form (Theorem 9.4). This is to be contrasted with the continuity 
theorem in lambda calculus, which asserts that, with respect to the topology induced 
by the Bohm trees (cf. [2]) every lambda-definable function is continuous and the 
normal forms are dense. We also prove (Theorem 9.6) that there is a closed lambda 
term X which can be consistently equated to every closed lambda term with the 
exclusion of the identity 2x.x. (More generally one could take any projector 
IX 1 . . . x, . Xi instead of the identity.) In particular n/I + {X = 1x. x} is consistent while 
n/I+ {X=lxy.xy} is not consistent, showing that the extensionality rule may turn 
a consistent ;1fl-theory into an inconsistent one. (This fact had already been proved by 
Jacopini using easy terms.) Both results are immediate consequences of a “separation 
theorem” (Theorem 8.2) which states that given two closed terms A and B with 
incompatible BGhm trees, there is a closed term X depending only on A, which can be 
consistently equated to B but not to A. (More precisely: for every AE&, there is 
XE&, such that for every BE& whose Bohm tree is incompatible with that of A, 
Con(X = B) and 1 Con(X = A).) Although n.f.-easy does not imply easy, we prove that 
if a closed term X can be consistently equated with every closed term with a finite 
Bijhm tree, then X is easy. Actually for X to be easy, it suffices that X can be 
consistently equated with every closed lambda-term whose Bijhm tree has height at 
most one (Theorem 9.5). The separation theorem is proved with the help of a general 
syntactical method to obtain Church-Rosser extensions of lambda calculus (Theorem 
3.4), which seems to have a wide range of applicability, especially when used in 
connection with the continuity properties of Btihm trees (see Section 6). As further 
examples we prove by this method many consistency results concerning lambda-terms 
which can be written with only one variable. Examples of such terms are 
o,=;lx.xx . . . x (n occurrences of x after Lx) and 52, = o,o,. Note that the Curry fixed 
point combinator Y does not lead outside this class, in the sense that if A can be 
written with one variable, so can YA. We prove in particular that for every m, n, r > 2, 
Con(YQ,=Q,=w,) (Theorem 5.6) and YSL?, is n.f.-easy (Theorem 7.1). 
It remains open whether Ys2, is easy. We do not know if one can obtain such results 
by semantical methods of the kind considered in [1,13]. We did not consider the 
problem whether our results can be extended to the @q-calculus. 
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2. Notations and preliminaries 
With minor differences, we refer to [2] for notation and prerequisites. We denote by 
+ one-step P-reduction (also written -+8), and by +* multi-step /I-reduction, namely, 
the reflexive and transitive closure of +. The sign = between lambda-terms means /3- 
convertibility, and - means ol-convertibility, namely, identity up to renaming of 
bound variables. n is the set of all lambda-terms and /i,, is the set of all closed 
lambda-terms. An abstraction term is a term of the form Ix. U, and an application term 
is a term of the form U V. So every lambda-term is either a variable or an abstraction 
or an application term. We recall that a O-term is a lambda-term A which cannot be 
b-reduced to an abstraction term. Clearly, not all the unsolvable terms are O-terms 
(e.g. if A is a O-term, Ax.A is an unsolvable term which is not a O-term). It was proved 
by Jacopini and Venturini Zilli that there are easy terms which are not O-terms. 
However, all the natural examples seem to be O-terms and we concentrate mainly on 
O-terms. In what follows, letters such as A, B, C, . . . , a, b, c, . . . denote lambda-terms. We 
use d, 33, V, etc., to denote sets of lambda-terms. 
Definition 2.1. Sets of lambda terms and relations between sets of lambda terms used 
is the sequel are the following: 
l b0 = the set of all closed O-terms. 
l [&Is = the smallest set containing d and closed under B-reduction. 
l d* = the smallest set containing L$ and closed under application, i.e. if U, VE&‘*, 
then U I/E&*. 
l dB={abIa~d,b~2l}. 
l Ax.d={Ax.aIaEd}. 
l For n>l let d”33={a,(a,(...(a,b)...)))each a; is in L&’ and bE99}. 
l d”B is the union of sets d”.G? for nZ 1. 
l A <B means that A is a subterm of B. If A <B and A+ B we write A <B (proper 
subterm relationship). 
l &,(sP) is the smallest set containing z2 and all the closed subterms of terms in d. 
l Srict (&) is the set of all proper subterms in 2. 
l Set d, 33, %? c &. & [W:= %‘I is defined as the set of all terms t such that for some 
n>Othereexistb,,..., b, EP2l, cl,. . . , c,& and a context C[, . . . . ] with n holes, such 
that C[bl, . . . . b,,]Ed and t=C[cl ,..., c,]. 
Clearly, d E&‘[GY:=%] (take a context with zero holes). Note that in general 
%?[%‘:=%?I $%?, for instance, if %7= {ab, a, b), then aaM[CV:=W]. 
. &$? [g&z +gyict is defined similarly but assuming that the context CC, . . . , ] is not the 
trivial context. 
so &4[C:=%] strict is the set of all terms which can be obtained from some term of 
& by replacing some proper subterms belonging to 9 with some terms belonging to 
9?. Note that, in order to avoid difficulties with renaming of bound variables (and 
also to avoid confusions with the next definition), we use the notations &[a:=%?] 
and & [ 98 := %7]strict only when d,B and % are sets of closed terms. 
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l If x is a variable and A, BE/~, we employ the usual notation A [x:= B] to denote the 
term obtained from A replacing all the free occurrences of x with B and renaming 
bound variables to avoid conflicts. 
If q is a lambda-term we will often identify, by abuse of notation, q with the 
singleton set {q}. Thus, &q is &‘{q}, d”q is d”(q), etc. Similarly, S,,(q) is the set of all 
closed subterms of q (including q itself, if it is closed). Note that if & and &I are sets of 
closed lambda-terms with &(&)ng = 0, then d [~8 := 591 E d holds vacuously since 
there are no substitutions to be performed. Similarly for d [g:= %]strict. 
3. Church-Rosser extensions of lambda calculus 
In this section we study the problem of determining, given two closed lambda-terms 
X and M, whether Con(X = M) holds. By Bdhm’s theorem [4], if X and M are distinct 
flq-normal forms, then Con(X = M) never holds. On the other hand, if X and M are 
both unsolvable, then Con(X = M) does hold [2]. So the only interesting case is when 
X is unsolvable and M is solvable. We concentrate on the subcase in which X is 
a O-term, and we show that in this situation we can give good sufficient conditions for 
Con(X = M) to hold. We start with the following observations: 
Remark 3.1. (1) If X = M holds (in a given model), then for every P-reduct X’ of X, 
X’ = M holds. 
(2) If X = M holds and C[ ] is a nontrivial context such that C [X] = M holds, then 
C[M] = M also holds. 
A repeated application of the above remark generates, tarting from X, a recursively 
enumerable set of lambda-terms, call it Closure,(X), which we are forced to equate to 
M if we wish to equate X to M. More precisely, we have the following definition. 
Definition 3.2. Given X, ME&, let CEosure,(X) be the smallest set V containing X, 
closed under /I reduction, and such that %‘[%?:= Mlstrict G%. 
Definition 3.3. If % c A,, define Closure,(%) = UXEw ClosureM(X). 
Note that Closure, is a closure operation, i.e. it is monotone and satisfies 
Closure,(Closure,(%?)) =Closure&?). 
Theorem 3.4. If Closure,(X) consists entirely of application terms (i.e. terms of the form 
U V), then Con(X = M) holds. More generally, let %T and ~5’ be sets of closed lambda- 
terms with the properties: 
(1) %? contains only application terms, 
(2) GF? is closed under b-reduction, 
(3) ~[C:=~]“““‘E~. 
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Then for every ME&! it is consistent with the @I-calculus to iden@y all the terms in 
V with M, i.e. Con({X= M (X&f}). 
Before proving the theorem note that in the presence of clause 2, clause 1 is 
equivalent to 5%‘~ %a. Also note that the theorem follows trivially from the particular 
case in which & consists of a single lambda-term M. In this case the hypothesis of the 
theorem simply mean that Closure,(%)= 9? E 5!Z0. Finally, note that the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) CZosureM(X)EbO, 
(2) There exists $? c & with X&Y and Closure,,&?) = %? E ZYO. 
In fact if condition 1 holds, one can take V= Closure,(X), while if condition 
2 holds, then Closure,(X) c ‘%? 5 ZO. The theorem says that if these two equivalent 
conditions are satisfied, then for every X& Con(X = M) holds. In the applications it 
is often convenient to work with condition 2, since it gives us more freedom in the 
choice of %?. In fact, the main difficulty in applying Theorem 3.4 is to make the right 
choice of V, i.e. to choose % in such a way that its closure properties are easy to verify. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Define a notion of reduction, called p-reduction, by letting 
X+,, M for every XE%‘. More precisely, -+,, is the smallest binary relation closed 
under substitutions and contexts and containing all the pairs (X, M) for X&Z, d,is 
the reflexive closure of +P, and -+: is its reflexive and transitive closure. We say that 
A is a y-redex if A&Z. So every p-redex is a O-term. 
Claim. ew is CR (i.e. it has the Church-Rosser property). 
To prove the claim consider two nested occurrences of p-redexes TE% and 
C[T] ES??, and the corresponding p-reductions C[T] -+,, M and C[T] +,, C[M]. 
Since %Y [ %:= Mlstrict z Gf?:, we have C [M] E 59. Hence, we can find a common p-reduct 
of C[M] and M by p-reducing C[M] to M. The claim easily follows (the case of 
disjoint p-redexes being trivial). 
Since the Church-Rosser property is preserved under transitive closure, we have 
the following claim. 
Claim . + * is CR. 0 
Now we must consider the interaction between P-reduction and p-reduction. 
Ckim. Given two reductions A -+B B and A +p C, there exists D such that B -+z D 
and C dB D. 
Let A =(2x. T )Q be the fi-redex which has been reduced in A +B B, and let A’ be the 
,u-redex which has been reduced in A -+P C. Since the case of disjoint redexes is trivial, 
we can assume that A and A’ are nested or coincident, and that the external one is 
A itself (otherwise we can remove the outer context). 
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Consider the case in which A = A = (Ax. T)Q and A’ is a proper subterm of A. Since 
+F? consists entirely of application terms, A’ cannot be (Ax. T), so it must be contained 
in either T or in Q. Suppose that A’ is contained in Q. Then our two reductions have 
the form (Ax. T)Q +p T[x:= Q] and (Ax. T)Q +p (Ax. T)Q*. We can now find a com- 
mon reduct by: T [x:= Q] -z T[x:=Q*] and (Ax. T)Q* +B T [x:=Q*]. So we can 
take D = T [x:= Q*]. The case in which A’ is contained in T is similar. 
Suppose now that A G A’&?. Then A +p ME C. Since %’ is closed under P-reduction 
and A -+B B, BE %‘. Hence, B +p M and we can take D = M = C. The claim is thus 
proved. 
By a diagram chase (Lemma 3.3.6 of [2]) it follows that -,* commutes with -$. 
(The fact that in the above claim C **B D is a single-step or empty reduction, ensures 
that the diagram chase does not degenerate into an Escher-like picture). 
Since -+ z and -+ 8 are separately CR and commute, we can conclude by the 
“Hindley-Rosen lemma” (Lemma 3.3.5 in [2]) that -z,, is CR. If 
n/I + {c = M 1 c E %‘}k K = S, then K = ,rP S. Absurd since K and S are BP-normal 
forms. 0 
The above theorem is to be compared with Theorems 15.3.3 and 15.3.5 in [2]. 
Theorem 15.3.3 [2] is due to Mitschke [9] and was used by him to give an alternative 
proof that 52 is easy. Note that if Closure(X)G Too, our proof shows not only that 
Con(X = M) holds, but also that X = M holds in a Church-Rosser extension of the 
@-calculus. In fact we have defined a Church-Rosser notion of reduction + j,, extend- 
ing + 8 such that for every TE Closure,(X), T -+ I,, M. 
Example 3.5. Let %Y = (52) and let ME &. Since the only reduct of Sz is Q itself, n is 
a O-term, and %? is closed under /I-reduction. Since 52 does not contain any closed 
O-term as a proper subterm, %?[g:= M]Sf’ict=%’ (empty substitution). So the 
hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied and we can conclude Con@= M). 
In the above example (52) = Closure,(SZ). In many cases however Closure,(X) is 
a very difficult set to describe, and it turns out to be easier to look for a larger set 
V? Closure,(X) which contains X and satisfies Closure&Z)= %?G .2”z”o (and then 
apply Theorem 3.4). So the difficulty of the method is to choose the right %?. We will 
see an illustration of this fact in Section 5. 
4. Candidates for easy terms 
52 is certainly the “easiest” easy term. Jacopini and Venturini Zilli [7] showed that 
any “recurrent” lambda-term is easy. Other examples are given by the observation 
that if U is easy, so is U V for any V(for U = KM implies UT/= M). Besides these, there 
are not many natural examples of easy lambda-terms. The term fi3 (defined in the 
introduction) is a O-term which is not easy. In fact a3, being equal to nJw3, cannot be 
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equated to the identity I. A natural candidate for an easy term is the Curry fixed point 
YA of a closed O-term A (recall that Y E ;If. (ny .f( yy)) (iy .f(yy))). 
Question 4.1. (1) Is it the case that fir every closed O-term A, YA is easy? 
(2) Is Y L13 
(3) More suppose X Q,X. Is easy? 
The between Questions and 3 that in 2 we whether 
the fixed point sL3 is while in 3 we whether any 
point of is easy. conjecture that 2 and have a answer. For 
1 the is negative we have counterexample: YY a O-term, 
its fixed Y (YY) is fi-convertible YY) is easy since cannot be 
equated to For question we have partial answer motivates 
our YOJ can consistently equated every closed form and 
every closed A which not of form ix. T2 T, each Ti either the 
x or unsolvable closed In particular, is n.f.-easy. 
such a is not complete answer our question, include 
a proof for reasons: first, the course our efforts will prove 
consistency results independent interest lambda-terms which be written 
only one Secondly, the illustrates many the techniques 
will be in more situations, for in the that 
n.f.-easy not imply 
To prove = A) turns out be convenient distinguish the cases 
A w3 and # w3. proof of = w3) 5.6) is good example 
the difficulties in making right choice G?? in 3.4. We take 
GE: be a subset of O-terms which be written only one 
The proof Con(YS2, = in the cases requires new idea, is 
to the continuity of Bohm in order find the g 
(see 6 and 
5. Terms which can be written using only one variable 
Note that Ys2,--+X where X~(ily.s2,(yy))(;ly.s2,(yy)). So to prove Con(Y.Q3=m3) 
it suffices to prove Con(X = w3). To apply Theorem 3.4 we must find a set %? such that 
XEV and Closure,, (%‘) = Gf? G L’S!‘~, A noticeable property of X is that it can be written 
using only one variable (since a3 =(;ly.yyy)(Ay.yyy) can be written using only the 
variable y, so also can X be). So one could try to take %? to be the set of all the O-terms 
which can be written using only the variable y. But this does not work: Q3 and n,l are 
such terms, but 0~1 is not a O-term although it belongs to Closure,,({Q3, ~2~1)). It 
turns out that what causes troubles is the presence of the identity I. The correct choice 
of %? is given in the following definition. 
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Definition 5.1. Define $7 as %Q!ZO where 9 is the set of all closed terms which (1) do 
not contain free or bound occurrences of variables different from y (or are 
u-convertible to such a term), (2) do not contain I as a subterm, (3) do not contain 
vacuous abstractions (i.e. they belong to the Al-calculus). 
It remains to show that with this definition we do have CZosure,,(%‘)=%? E TO. 
Note that % is closed under application, i.e. 99 E 9. Conversely, if UVE_!J where U and 
V are closed terms, U and V belong to 9. 
Lemma 5.2. 9 is closed under P-reduction. 
Proof. The proof is by an easy induction on the length of terms. The crucial case is to 
show that if ily. R and V belong to 9, then R[y:= V] belongs to 9. This is clear from 
the definition of A?. 0 
The crucial property of 9 is that every applicative term in 9 is a O-term, so that 
V coincides with the set of all the applicative terms in 9. Thus, we have an inkling of 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. 99 = %. 
Proof. It suffices to show that A9 is closed under /?-reduction. So let U, I/E_% We 
must show that if UV+T is a (one-step) P-reduction, then TEA!_%!. If the redex being 
contracted is contained in either U or V, then we use the fact that 9 is closed under 
j&reduction. So we can assume that U has the form 2y.R and the redex being 
contracted is UV itself. Then TE R[y:= V]. Since A~.REZ?, by the definition of 9 the 
term R must be of the form T1 . . . T, where n> 2, each Ti belongs to (&{y})*. But 
then R [ y:= V] is an application of at least two terms in 9, hence it belongs to Z?Z? as 
desired. 0 
Lemma 5.4. Let A? be the set of all the abstraction terms in 9, i.e. A? = 9 - 9?. We have: 
(1) %?[5??:=A]S~ri=’ Z% (hence, %?[%:=A] G%‘uA); 
(2) Jl[%?=.&]GA. 
Proof. The proof is by a simultaneous induction on the length of terms. More 
precisely, suppose that c&6’, me.4 and C[ ] is a nontrivial context with C[C]EAUV?. 
We show by induction on the length of Ccc] that if C[C]E%, then C[m]&; and if 
C[C]E.L@, then C[m] EA. Suppose for instance that Ccc] E%?. Notice that 
If, say, C [c] = U YE_&%, then c must be contained in either U or V (since c is 
properly contained in Ccc]), and we can apply the induction hypothesis to U or to 
V to show that C[~]EA%GE. The other three cases are similar. 
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On the other hand, if C [c] E&‘, then C [c] must be of the form Ay. T, . . . T,,, where 
na2, each Ti belongs to (Au%‘u {y})*. The displayed occurrence of c in Ccc] must 
be contained in one of the Tis, and applying the induction hypothesis to Ti we see that 
C[rn]EAV. 0 
We have thus proved that % and J&+ satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4. Hence we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. It is consistent o equate all the lambda-terms in %? with any given 
lambda-term M in A? (or even with a given M in %?, but this comes for free since all the 
unsolvables can be consistently equated). 
Corollary 5.6. For every m, n, r > 2, Con(YSZ, = Sz, = 0,). 
Proof. It is enough to observe that w,EA%‘, L&E%? and YQ,, is reducible to a term in %‘, 
namely, YQ,-+(Ay .Q,(YY)) @Y. Q,(yy)W. q 
6. Biihm trees 
BT(A) denotes the Biihm tree of the lambda-term A. Bdhm trees can be construed 
as partial functions and they can be partially ordered by inclusion as in [2], namely, 
BT(A)cBT(B) iff the Bijhm tree of B can be obtained by the Bijhm tree of A by 
replacing some I’s by some Bijhm trees. Note that the Bohm tree of every normal 
form is maximal. More generally, every I-free BGhm tree is maximal. The crucial 
property of Biihm trees that we need is given in the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.1. Zf BT(A)GBT(B), then BT(C[A])GBT(C[B]). 
Proof. See [2, Corollary 14.3.2O(iii)]. 0 
Corollary 6.2. Let AE&, and let &= (te& 1 BT(A)cBT(t)). Then SSI is closed under 
/?-reduction and & [a, := /lOI G LX?. 
Proof. Closure under p-reduction is obvious since fl-convertible terms have the same 
Biihm tree. Closure under [se:= ,4,] follows from Proposition 6.1 together with the 
fact that every tEZ!F,, is unsolvable, so it has a trivial BGhm tree, i.e. BT(t) = 1. I3 
Corollary 6.2 says that sets of lambda-terms defined using Biihm trees have closure 
properties very similar to those needed to apply Theorem 3.4 (except that they do not 
consist of O-terms). This fact will be used in the following sections to define the 
appropriate sets %?GB, needed to prove our results concerning n.f.-easy terms. In 
particular, in Section 8 % will be defined by a grammar to generate sets starting from 
other sets, taking as a starting point sets of the form LZ?= {tE& 1 BT(A)EBT(t)}. 
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7. Yt2, is n.f.-easy 
Theorem 7.1. YQ, is n$-easy (n>2). Moreover, YSZ, can be consistently equated to 
every closed term A such that BT(A)$ BT(w,). 
Proof. We already proved that Con(YS2, = co,). Since the Biihm tree of a normal form 
is maximal, it follows that if A is a closed normal form different from w,, then 
BT(A)$BT(o,). So to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that if A is a closed 
lambda-term with BT(A)$ BT(o,) (not necessarily a normal form), then 
Con(YQ, = A). Let d = { tE& 1 BT(A) G BT(t)}. By the properties of BGhm trees we 
have the following claim. 
Claim. d is closed under P-reduction, LZ?[~‘~:= A,] G&, and W,$JZZ’. 
Define: 
(1) X=(~Y.Q,(YY))(~Y.%(YY)); 
(2) 0 is the set of all terms of the form Q,o, . . . co, (zero or more w,,‘s); 
(3) z=(JY.o(YY))(AY.fl(YY)); 
Note that YQ,+X, so it suffices to show Con (X = A). To apply Theorem 3.4 we 
must find w with X&Z and ClosureA (%) = V G fEO. From the definition of 52, it is clear 
that 0 is closed under /?-reduction. 3 is not closed under P-reduction but every 
one-step /?-reduct of a term in ?!Z belongs to X”uOX. Thus, we have the following 
claim. 
Claim. OmX and %ui9”X are closed under fi-reduction. 
Now define: 
From the above claims it follows that %? is closed under P-reduction and therefore 
%? G Z0 (since any term in V is of the form U V). 
Claim. %?nSsgtrict (X) and S,(O) = 0. 
To prove the claim note that ever y element of 59 is a closed term of the form UV. 
Now if U and V are closed terms with UVES,(CO), then by definition of Co, V-w,. On 
the other hand, no element of V has the form Uo, (since o,,$&); hence, %‘nS,(O)=8. 
Since X=(Ry.B(yy))(lly.O(yy)) it also follows that %?nS;trict(X)=8 and the claim is 
proved. 
To finish the proof of ClosureA = %? E ~3’~) it suffices to have the following claim. 
Claim. V [ V:= Alstrict _C V. 
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Note that V can be generated by the grammar: 
So to prove the claim it suffices to show: 
(1) d [%?:=/I] G&4; 
(2) $5” [g:= A]- E !Z (hence, .!K [%?:= A] E %u&); 
(3) 0 [U:= A] c co. 
Part 1 follows from &[ZZ’“,:= A,] EC-C~. Parts 2 and 3 follow from the fact that 
%?n&,(CO)=@ and %nS~““‘(%)=@. 
8. A separation theorem in lambda calculus 
Definition 8.1. Two closed terms A and B have incompatible Biihm trees if there is no 
term t such that BT(A)cBT(t) and BT(B)GBT(~). 
Theorem 8.2. Given a solvable term AE A, there is a closed O-term X = XA such that 
1 Con(X = A) and for every BEA, whose Bi;hm tree is incompatible with that of A, 
Con(X = B). 
The definition of X -XA turns out to be simpler in the case in which 
1 Con(A = AA) holds, for instance, when A = K. 
Definition 8.3. Let AE& be such that 1 Con(A= AA). Define: 
(1) P=(~xy.xxA(xxy))(llxy.xxA(xxy)), 
(2) X=(llx.P(xx))(Ix.P(xx)). 
The idea is that P is defined by fixed point in such a way that Py -+* PA(Py) and 
X is defined by fixed point so that X+PX. 
Proposition 8.4. Zf A and X are as in Dejinition 8.3, then 1 Con(X = A). 
Proof. We have PA = PA(PA). So if A= X (in some model), then PX = PX(PX). But 
PX = X = A, hence, A = AA, a contradiction. 0 
Now we want to define X-XA for an arbitrary solvable term A without the 
assumption 1 Con(A = AA). Since A is solvable, there exist n > 2 and k 2 0 such that if 
we define N~=...EN,,E;~x~ . ..xk.xk. then lCon(A=AN1,...,N,A) holds. So we 
have “almost” reduced the general case to the case 1 Con(A = AA). 
Definition 8.5. Let A be a solvable closed term. Choose n 22 and k20 as above, and 
define: 
(1) N, = ..I =N,=Axr . . . xk.xk. 
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(2) P=(k%y.xxAN1 . . . N,(xxy))(~xy.xxAN, . . . N,(xxy)). 
(3) x~(nx.P(xx))(Ix.P(xx)). 
Note that Py +* PAN, . . . N,(Py) and X+PX. 
Proposition 8.6. If A and X are as in Definition 8.5, then 1 Con(X=A). 
Proof. If X = A (in some model), then PX = PAN1 . . . N,(PX) = PXNl . . . N,(PX). But 
PX = X = A; hence, A = AN1 . . . N, A, a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 8.2. Given a solvable closed term A define X = XA as in Definition 
8.5. We have already proved 1 Con(X = A). The fact that X is a O-term is easy to verify 
by looking at the head-reduction path of X and noticing that it consists entirely 
of application terms. It remains to show that if BT(A) and BT(B) are incompatible, 
then Con(X =B). To apply Theorem 3.4 we must find %? with X& and Clos- 
ureB(%)=WGEO. 
We need several auxiliary sets. Let B={~EA,(BT(B)~BT(~)) and d= 
{&& 1 BT(A)EBT(t)}. s ince A and B have incompatible Biihm trees, 9J:nd = 0. 
Moreover, by Corollary 6.2, d and B are closed under /?-reduction. Note that if A and 
B are normal forms, then d = {A} and W = (B}. Define: 
9=(Axy.xxdN, . . . N,(xxy))(;lxy.x~~N~ . . . N,(xxy)). 
Note that 9 contains P but it is not closed under B-reduction. The set of all fl-reducts 
of P is quite difficult to describe, but it is certainly contained in the set $9 defined by the 
following grammar. 
9 ::= .P ) ly.W’y 1 9=dN1 . . . N, 
Claim. 9 is closed under j&reductions. 
To prove the claim let de9 and let d+q be a one-step p-reduction obtained by 
contracting the redex A <d. To show q ~9, we reason by induction on the length of the 
derivation Q::= d. If dE9 and d = A, then, recalling the definition of 9, it is clear that 
qE.IyY’dN, . . . N,(9y)~~y.P’y~9.Ifd~9andd~A,thenAdd,andwecanuse 
the fact that & is closed under b-reduction ([&]p E d). If dely.W’y and A is a closed 
term, then A must be contained in one of the 9’s of Ay.9’~ and we apply 
the induction hypothesis. If instead A is an open term, then A must belong to 9y, and 
its contractum is in P’y. Since P(Py)cPy, d+qe,Iy.9”y. Finally, if 
dEgm&N1 . ..N., then since each NC is a normal form, A must be contained in 9m& 
and so does its contracturn. The claim is thus proved. 
Claim. All the terms in 9 are unsolvable. 
To see this it is enough to notice that no term in 9 is in solved form and 9 is closed 
under P-reduction. 
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Note that since A and B have incompatible Biihm tree, A and B are solvable. Hence, 
1;4 and 98 consist entirely of solvable terms. From these we have the following claim. 
Claim. 9f-d =SBnB = 8. 
Note that the fact that 9 is closed under /?-reduction does not imply that 9x is 
closed under P-reduction (where x is a variable). The exact situation is expressed by 
the following claim. 
Claim. If _Li?cA is closed under P-reduction, every one-step j?-reduct of 92 belongs 
to 9~22. 
To prove the claim let t ~92? and let t-+q be a one-step reduction obtained by 
contracting the redex A < t. If t f A, then q E 99 E ~2~~2 using the fact that both 9 and 
9 are closed under p-reduction. If t E A, then t E (Ax .gmx)9 and therefore q E 9”22 as 
desired. 
The following claim is an immediate consequence. 
Claim. If 2? is closed under P-reduction, so is P’2 In particular, 9*~43 is closed under 
/?-reduction (hence, it consists entirely of O-terms). 
Now let A = 2x.W (xx). Note that ix.P(xx) EJ&! and by the previous claims 
[AIs E 4. Define: 
Note that XEX.X is not closed under /?-reduction, but every one-step reduct of 
a term in X belongs to XuSmX. Thus, we are lead to the following claim. 
Claim. ~3”% and %u9~X are closed under /?-reduction. 
Finally define 
Then [%?I@ c V and therefore WE X0 (since no term in $9 has the form Ax. U). Note that 
X E Q? and that V can be generated by the following grammar. 
To prove Closure,(V) =VG T’,, it only remains to show %?[%?:=B]S”ic’~$?. By 
definition of %? it suffices to prove the following three points. 
(1) X [%?:= B]s’rict E X (hence, X [%?:= B] E XuB), 
(2) 9[%:=B] G9, 
(3) 9S[~:=B]_c~!. 
Part 3 follows from S?[X%“,:= A,] cW which holds by the definition of 9? and the 
properties of Bijhm trees (i.e. Corollary 6.2). 
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Claim. %n9 = 0. 
We must show that X=(~X.~~(XX))(~X.~‘(XX)) does not intersect 
~=LF’Ax.~~x v LPJ4N1 . . . N,. Since 9=(~xy.xxd(xxy))(ixy.xxd(xxy)), 
clearly, X n .9’=8. Now it is enough to observe that (Ax.P(xx)) n 9=8 (since the 
only elements of 9 of the form Ax. U are those of ;Ix.~~x). The claim is thus proved. 
Claim. 9 n %? = 8. 
We have 9?’ = X u 959 u 9%? and 9 = (Axy . xx d (xxy)) (Axy . xx d(xxy)). Clearly, 
9 n X=8. To prove the claim it is enough to observe that 9 contains no elements of 
the form Ixy. U. 
Claim. G? n 9 = 8. 
Suppose %? u 9 # 8 and choose t E W n 9 which minimizes the sum of the lengths 
of the derivations %‘I:= t and 9::= t. Recall that ‘%=X v 9@ u 9% and 
9 =PAy.LPyukPdN, . . N,. If the intersection is nonempty, then since X does not 
intersect 9, and 9 does not intersect @?, the only possibility is: t&?n (gm& N, . . . N,). 
But this is clearly impossible since no term t&? has the form QU V where U and V are 
normal forms. 
Claim. 9 [V:= B] c 9 (ifB is a normal form we have the stronger claim %? n S,-,(9) = 8). 
To prove the claim let CE%? and let d E C [c] ~9. We must prove that C [B] ~9. The 
proof is by induction on the length of d. Note that df c (since 59 n 9 =0). We 
distinguish three cases: 
(1) If d E 9 = (ilxy.xxr$(xxy)) (;lxy.xxd(xxy)), then c must appear inside one of the 
two &“s. Now use the fact that &‘[%?:=A,] c G?’ (by Corollary 6.2 and the fact that 
59 E a,). 
(2) If d EAx.Px, then c must be contained in one of the 9’s and we apply the 
induction hypothesis. 
(3) Suppose dEPdN, . . . N,. Since L&’ n ?8=0, k? does not intersect 
gmdN 1 . . . Ni (i > 0), so c must be properly contained in Pd, and we apply the 
induction hypothesis and the fact that d[%?:= B] c d. 
The claim is thus proved. 
Claim. T[%‘:= B]S*rict c 9”. 
To see this recall the definition X=(AX.~~(XX))(~X.~~(XX)). Since ‘8 G X0, 
%? n 1*x. gm(xx) = 0. So if c E %? and c < X, c must occur inside one of the 9s in the 
definition of X. Now apply the previous claim. 
We have thus proved Closure&Z) = W c 9’z”o and also Con(X = B). 0 
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In the next section we will use Theorem 8.2 to show that n.f.-easy does not imply 
easy. Actually, this was the main motivation behind Theorem 8.2. 
9. Normal form easy terms 
Lemma 9.1. Given two distinct closed normal forms N, and N,, there exists a closed 
normal form U such that NIU #N2U and both NIU and N2U have a normal form. 
Proof. By a renaming of bound variables we can assume that N, 5 Ax. MI, 
N2 E Ax. M2. Let k 2 0 sufficiently large. Then U = Ay, . . . ykz,zyl . . . yk as desired. 0 
One of the motivations for the notion of n.f.-easy term is the following test for 
non-easiness. 
Theorem 9.2. Zf X E A, is such that NIX= N2X where N1 and N2 are distinct closed 
normal forms, then X is not n$-easy (hence, it is not easy). 
Proof. Given N1 and Nz distinct closed normal forms, by Lemma 9.1 we can find 
U be such that N1 U # N2 U, and both N1 U and N2 U have a normal form. It follows 
that 1 Con(NIU = N2U) and therefore 1 Con(X = U). 0 
As an example if X = XX, then X is not easy: take N 1 E Ax. x and N2 3 ilx. xx. An 
immediate consequence of Theorem 8.2 is the following theorem. 
Theorem 9.3. Let YEA,, be a term without normal form such that BT( Y) is I-free (for 
instance, take YE Y, the Curryfixed-point combinator). Then there is a term X E A, such 
that 1 Con(X = Y) and X can be consistently equated to every closed normalform N (or 
even to every closed term N such that BT(N) $ BT(Y)). 
Proof. Just note that if N is a normal form and Y is a term without normal form such 
that BT(Y) is I-free, then BT(N) and BT(Y) are (both maximal and) incompat- 
ible. 0 
Corollary 9.4. n.f-easy does not imply easy. 
Corollary 9.4 is to be contrasted with the following theorem which implies in 
particular that if a term X can be consistently equated to every term with a finite 
Biihm tree, then X is easy. 
Theorem 9.5. Suppose that X E A, can be consistently equated to every closed lambda- 
term with Btihm tree of height at most 1 (namely, to every closed term of the form 
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AX 1 . . . x,.xiQi . . . Q. where all the Qis are unsolvable). Then X is easy. 
Proof. Suppose X is as in the hypothesis of the theorem. Then X must be unsolvable 
(because, if X is solvable there is k > 0 such that it is inconsistent o equate X and 
AX 1 . . . xk.xl). Now, let YE &. We must show Con(X= Y). We can assume that Y is 
solvable, otherwise, X= Y holds in any model which equates all the unsolvables. So 
Y has the form Ix1 . . . x,.XiMl . . . M,. Let N1 = ... EN,-;lyi . . . y,.l. Then for every 
term t of the form Ax, . . . x,.XiP1 . . . P, (where m and n are fixed and the Pi’s are 
arbitrary), we have tN, . . . N,= I. Define Y* =1x1 . . . x,.xi(XN1 . . . N,M1) 
. . . (XN1 . . . N,M,). Since X is unsolvable, each XN1 . . . N,Mi is unsolvable, and so 
by our assumptions Con(X= Y*). Now it is enough to observe that in any model of 
X= Y* we also have X= Y. To see this, assume X= Y*. Then we have the 
following equalities X=ixl . ..x..xi(XN1 . . . N,M1)...(XN1 . . . N,M,)=ilxl . . . 
x,.xi(Y*Ni... N,Ml)...(Y*N, ... N,M,)=Ax, . ..x..xi(lM1)...(IM,)=Y. 0 
Another consequence of Theorem 8.2 is the fact that there is a non-easy term which 
can be consistently equated to every closed term except 2x.x. More generally, we have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 9.6. Let A = 2x 1 . . . X”.Xi (a projector). Then there is a closed term X E A, such 
that 1 Con(X= A) and such that X can be consistently equated to every closed 
lambda-term B # A. 
Proof. Let X be as in Theorem 8.2. Then 1 Con(X = A). If A and B have incompatible 
Bijhm trees, then, by Theorem 8.2, Con(X=B) holds. If A and B have compatible 
Bohm trees, then since A is a normal form and BT(A) has height 1, we must have 
BT(B)= I, i.e. B is unsolvable. But X is also unsolvable since it is a O-term. So 
Con(X = B) holds because there is a model which equates all the unsolvables. 0 
It can be shown that if A is not a projector the above result might fail. In fact, it does 
fail even for A z Axy . xy. 
Proposition 9.7. Let 1 z Axy.xy. Suppose that X E A, can be consistently equated to 
every closed term B # 1. Then X is easy. 
Proof. Let X be as in our assumptions. Then clearly X is unsolvable. Let 0~lxy.y 
and let 1 * z Axy.x(XOOy). Note that XOOy is unsolvable, hence I* # 1. Thus, X = I* 
is consistent. Now it suffices to show that from X = I* we can derive X = 1. Assume 
X=1*. Then l*=Axy.x(l*OOy). But l*OOy=y, hence l*=Ixy.xy=l and the 
desired result follows. 0 
We finish with some results showing the close connections between the concepts 
easy and n.f.-easy. 
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Proposition 9.8. In the Al-calculus, if X is n$-easy, then it is easy. 
Proof. First note that if X is n.f.-easy, then X has no normal form (this holds also in 
the II-calculus). Now the desired result follows from the fact that the A-calculus has 
a model which equates all the closed terms without normal form [2, Theorem 
16.1.131. 0 
Theorem 9.9. Let X E A, be n.jI-easy, then for every closed term Y with head normal 
form, the term XY is easy. 
Proof. Let 2 be such that not Con(X Y= 2). Let Z* be such that Z* is a closed normal 
form and Z* Y=Z. To obtain such a Z* observe that there exists a sequence 
T I, . . . , T,, such that YT1 . . . T,,= I, where every Ti is a closed normal form (see [2], 
8.3.14). Let us call T1 . . . T,, a solving sequence for Y. Now let x be a fresh variable. 
From inside out replace in Z every subterm of the form (UV) with the term 
XT, . . . T,,U V and let Z@) be the resulting term. Such a construction can be found in 
[lo] and for further reference we call Z@) the Statman transform of Z (with respect to 
the given solving sequence). Now set Z* = Ax. Z (x) then in the theory obtained by 
adding the axiom X = Z* we can derive X Y= Z. Hence, not Con(X = Z*) contradic- 
ting the hypothesis that X is n.f.-easy. 0 
For example, the term Y&l is easy. The next theorem says that it is consistent for 
a n.f.-easy term to define an arbitrary function, provided the arguments of the function 
have head-normal form. 
Theorem 9.10. Let XE A,, be n.jI-easy. For every closed term Y, the theory 
{XZ = YZ ) Z E A0 and Z has head-normal form} is consistent. 
Proof. Suppose that the theory {XZ= YZ 1 Z has head-normal form} is not consis- 
tent. Then K=S can be derived by a finite number of equations, say XZ1 = 
YZ 1, ... , XZ, = YZ,. It is then possible to find a solving sequence T1, . . . , T, that acts 
simultaneously for all Zi’s. Let Y@) be the Statman transform of Y with respect to this 
solving sequence. Let Y* E /zx.xT, . . . T,Y’“‘x. Then Y* is in normal form and for 
every i, Y*Zi = YZi. Now we obtain a contradiction as in Theorem 9.9: from X = Y* 
we derive XZi = YZi for all i = 1, . . . , n, hence not Con(X = Y*) contradicting the fact 
that X is n.f.-easy. 0 
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